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Greetings to all our Satanic People and Comrades.

Father Satan wanted this topic to come up. He repeated how it should be pointed
out.

There are many of our people who are artists in the Soul. Of whatever art, or
craft. Now, these people in society nowadays, are thrown on the sidewalk,
attacked and deprived of their gifts and potentials. They see other people who
are possibly worthless, or the enemy who promotes the same degenerative art
and the same motives taking positions and all this. If anything, no artist can ever
say they always felt completely fine about how things are nowadays about the
arts. And I mean serious arts. It doesn't matter if you are a poet, or if you are a
guitarist, or a drummer, or a sculptor, mason, architect, furniture creator, writer,
designer, cosmetics, makeup artist, trainer. All this boils down to one thing: You
are a Creator, because you create something. You push it higher.

For one to be a Creator, the Soul is refined. Obviously, the enemy, who classifies
music and art as "witchcraft" and high art "work of the Devil", you are persecuted
by them. Most artists have to deviate from their Souls purpose just to survive.
They suffer. They probably have bad childhoods. They probably have their
emotions trapped to the ground; almost as if this is a new witch-hunt. Because, it
is.

They are forced to develop a two-sided personality just in order to survive. This is
all on purpose and staged by the enemy. The more one's nature inclination is
declined, the more one decays and becomes weaker, which benefits the enemy.
The less art that is around, the more degenerate, the less chances given to
artists, the pressing guidelines of decadence, the pushing of feelings of inferiority
to these people, and the outright crushing of their personality are done again and
again. Many of such people resort to drugs, get picked by jews like animals to
serve, or they will simply not survive in cruel environments. Of course, not
everyone is equally gifted (those who are good know that gifts are only a base,
and then arduous effort is needed) and not everyone must be. This is reality. The
enemy is again forcing people to compete in unhealthy manners with people
ending up defeated.

The Artist is a sweet soul. They are soft. Softness is not weakness. It's the other
side of strength. You see a great painter, they do not need to be a strongman, but
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their art can bend you to your knees. The creative force is strong in artists. Why
the enemy outright hates them should be self-evident in itself. This is because art
is the expression of the Soul. The enemy wants no soul expressed, other than
their own, which is feces, a red line, excrement on a canvas. They want the
people to hallucinate all day, live in terror about who they are.

The suffering of an artist is a very deep suffering. Satan can see this. This is why
he wants me to tell you about the matter. The matter, that all of your matter. Do
not give up on your dreams and on your heart's desires. Satan is the Power, the
Glory, the Might and the Creator. Ingrain this in your mind. Do not let the enemy
lie to you!

Satan though gives you an opportunity. With meditations you can protect
yourself, you can advance yourself, you can preserve what you love and with the
occult means finally succeed. You can use your receptivity and softness as your
strength. Of course, measuring where one can go really ties into this. If I take one
drum and just beat it out of existence, for 25 years of lessons, obviously this is
not for me. It’s that simple.

Now Art is an anchor from the astral to the physical. You can express the most
abstract concepts in art. Philosophers and Artists in general are in real need to
express themselves. And not express meaning as in the fake jewish depravity.
This world operates and becomes better where all souls express who they are
and work on themselves. In the Satanic World, arts will be held in the highest
esteem. And bread will come fruitful. But until then, use the occult means and
such. Those who are artists in the Soul, know it. Protect your Souls and become
stronger. Do not give up your sweetness or softness. You can win with what you
have been given. You are blessed beings and not the contrary.

Just pay a moment to imagine Satanic Art everywhere. Not only Satanic in its
genre, but Satanic in its mindset. A liberation for the mind. Browsing the Internet
or elsewhere to find totally endless music of any genre and quality that is actually
really worth it. Moments of bliss everyday just by this. A beautiful environment
that suits a within of beauty. Instead of seeing the jewish run biz of soul crushing
all day, and all these vain beings who just brainwash people over art. While the
enemy hates art, they obviously use it for nefarious purposes and like an
algorithm to program the minds of the people with, with their nefarious jewish
excrement.

Art is what gives meaning to life and makes life livable. To be open to art is to be
open to life. Life expresses itself through art, on what it is. The jew is an enemy
of life (at least of our own kind of life) and this is also expressed here. Jews are
playing the role of Saturn of the Gentiles. The bad side of it. The crushing one.
They prohibit expression. Because expression, no matter how small, shows signs



of existence, of life and advancement. Even if it’s sexual, erotic or just a small
creation. The enemy fears creators and destroyers. They are afraid of them.
Because this is the spark of the Creative that destroys the enemy.

The enemy envisions a being that is docile, uncreative and works like a slave in
the USSR, only as a means to the world they intend to create, a world of
machines that will serve them without question, with the rest of the people being
goyim in the stable. Don't ask WHY they think like this. Ask HOW to REMOVE
this. Art is a potent pesticide for the enemy.

The jew also expresses itself by feces on a canvas. That's all it is about. The jew
is a disgusting being that is in constant war to prove otherwise. And then sings a
prayer for feces pie. Then continues to harass people that they are somehow
superior to all other life on Earth, and how everyone is supposed to die, for
criticizing them, or for not believing the god of their image, the feces garbage of
the sewer "heavens". Whose only business is to be worshiped like a nut and kill
people that don't comply. A shitty situation overall, don't you agree?

Art is everywhere. Without art there is no meaning in life. We might as well live in
caves and eat bananas still. If you are an artist, the waters and fires of creation
are within you. Use these to burn and suffocate the enemy. Do not let them kill
your Soul. If anything, above all, our war is to protect the Souls of Humanity,
those that still remain in this neurotic and nonspiritual society of meant-to-be
slaves. Remember, you are creators.

Place your gifts in Satan's hands and in the service of the world you intend to
help create. One last thing: meditation is also a form of art in a sense. Artists can
treat it that way.

My creator Brothers and Sisters, create! Do this with pleasure. Let it overtake
you!

And one day we may be living in a world where we go to see the plays of our
artists, the expressions of the Satanic Soul, an ever-emerging beauty. Beautify
the world!

HAIL SATAN!!!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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